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Job Specification 
Community Support Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Overview  
British Rowing is the national governing body for the sport of rowing and the GB Rowing 

Team. The Membership & Rowing Community Directorate was formed in 2015 and is 

responsible for supporting participation in the sport at a grassroots level, and the development 

of membership and affiliation propositions to engage and create an association with this core 

market. 

 

To strengthen and reinforce resilience in participants British Rowing will deliver a new club-

focused project that will provide meaningful and contemporary support to this setting, and 

the customers it serves. The British Rowing ClubHub Guide is a bespoke learning resource, 

created by British Rowing with investment from Sport England, to provide clubs and other 

delivery organisations with all the tools, information and guidance they need to be well run, 

sustainable, commercially and customer experience focused, whilst also operating with low 

levels of risk.  

 

To deliver this project, and to create an updated model of support for the rowing community, 

we are forming a new team of Community Support Managers. The ideal candidate for this 

role and this team will demonstrate a willingness to explore and implement different ways of 

working, have strong knowledge of community-based sport, an aptitude for understanding 

and solving complex problems, the ability to create high-quality, customer-focused content, 

excellent written and verbal communication skills, and an understanding and experience of 

delivering customer support through contemporary channels. 

 
Job Purpose 
To provide the rowing community with contemporary best-practice guidance on how to run 

and manage a rowing club through the creation and promotion of a bespoke self-service 

knowledge base, and the development and provision of a new framework of electronic, 

telephone-based and in-person support. 

 

Responsibilities 
 Working with colleagues in the Rowing Community team, deliver the British Rowing 

ClubHub Guide to the agreed scope and timescales. 

 Create and support a framework to systematically identify gaps in knowledge and areas 
of concern related to all areas of management of open, university and school clubs. 

 Review current British Rowing guidance and research new solutions and examples of 

best practice, both within and outside of the sport. 

 Assist in the creation of high-quality content and contemporary case studies to provide 
valued guidance for the rowing community. 

 Drive adoption and assist in the marketing and promotion of the British Rowing 

ClubHub Guide to the rowing community.   

Job Title Community Support Manager 

Reports to Head of Community Development 

Directorate Membership and Rowing Community 

Location Home worker, with some travelling 



 

 

 Develop a personal knowledge of small business practices, eg. club structures, tax, 

health and safety, employment law, etc. 

 Constantly review British Rowing content and guidance to reflect external factors and 

influences, eg. changes in policy, legislation, directives, codes of practice and business 

rules; changes in availability of grant funding, etc. 

 Source and develop partnerships with subject-matter-experts both within and outside 
the sport. 

 Develop measures to track usage and customer satisfaction of the British Rowing 

ClubHub Guide. 

 Assist in the creation and adoption of a new model of customer service and support 
for ad-hoc queries from the rowing community (principally through self-serve 

channels) and assist in the transition from old to new models. 

 Assist in the creation of targeted communications to senior volunteers, club 

stakeholders and the wider rowing community.  

 Assist in the development and roll-out of the British Rowing ClubHub Portal and other 
projects as required from time to time.  

 Create and maintain close working relationship with other British Rowing colleagues, 

especially in areas of Safeguarding and Welfare, Membership, Coach Education and 

Communications. 

 Provide an agreed level of support to British Rowing volunteers, including Regional 
Councils. 

 Provide management reports on activity to the agreed format and frequency. 

 

This list is not to be regarded as exclusive or exhaustive, as there may be other reasonable duties 

and requirements associated with the post, which British Rowing may call upon the post-holder to 

perform from time to time 

 

Person Specification 
 Experience working for and within a sporting community, ideally rowing. 

 Knowledge and experience of how sport clubs and facilities operate at an open, 
university and school level. 

 Knowledge of best practice within sport clubs and facilities, especially in the areas of 

governance, operations and risk management. 

 Willingness to explore and embrace new and different ways of working to meet 

changing requirements and new challenges. 

 Experience of working on and delivering projects as part of a project team, and of 

delivering to agreed timescales. 

 Solutions-focused with a methodical approach in understanding, documenting and 

addressing complex issues. 

 Fresh-thinker, with an ability to identify new solutions to old problems.  

 Ability to create high-quality, customer-friendly guidance and written content. 

 Knowledge of contemporary approaches to presenting consumer-focused content. 

 Excellent interpersonal skills, both with internal and external stakeholders. 

 Ability to work remotely and embrace new technology to facilitate team working.  

 Knowledge and experience providing support through contemporary support 

channels. 

 Comfortable working with technology and social media. 



 

 

 
Additional Information  
Working hours are 40 hours a week. Some ad-hoc weekend and evening work may be 

required, as agreed with your line manager. Some local and national travel will be required, 

as agreed with your line manager. 

 

Equal Opportunities 
British Rowing is committed to equal opportunities for all staff and applications from 

individuals are encouraged regardless of age, disability, sex, gender reassignment, sexual 
orientation, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief and marriage and civil 

partnerships. 
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